
  



  

   



   



 
    

  

  

Hunt ID: KS-WDeerMDeerPheasantsTurkeyFish-All-Norton-OC-Richard-Trophy  

  

Big Muley and Whitetail Bucks is Common Place during this Kansas Guided Hunt. I 

hunted Turkey with this outfitter this spring and found sheds that broke my heart because 

a deer wasn’t hanging below them.  

  

You'll be hunting 2500 acres of intensely managed property in the heart of the most sought 

after trophy whitetail area or mule deer area in the country North West Kansas.  We have 

an ideal mix of river bottom cropland and hardwoods, brushy ravines and CRP in native 

prairie, corn, wheat, and timbered ridges mixed with cedar thickets.    

  



Tree stands and Ground blinds are located where needed but spot and stalk is popular also 

depending on the situation and the species of deer you are pursuing. The general rule is 

spot and stalk Muley’s in open country with deep draws. Whitetail is of course box blinds 

in the thick river bottoms.   

  

   Our knowledgeable, friendly, professional guides are passionate about the sport, prime 

property with food plots and agricultural crops available, along with our committed to 

your success.   Our guides utilize a precisely managed routine of year round scouting, and 

patterning big bucks so that their location is known 12 months of the year.   

  

The use of trail cameras gain the edge needed to provide our hunters the best opportunities 

and to know the nighttime travel patterns of the big bucks to know where they are at 

dawns early light.    

  

   We have an established record of providing our hunters opportunities on good bucks. 

Archery licenses are over the counter and you will be hunting highly acclaimed units 001 

and 002. You can have your quality rut hunt for whitetail or mule deer. The top 4  

photographs were from last year’s hunt.  

The prime archery week for this hunt is November 19th -25th.  

  

Hunts are $5000 discounted down to only $ 2995 for the select few individuals. Seeing the 

high number of rutting bucks is a show of its own.   

  

◦Lodging is at our lodge or motels depending on which is closer to where the big bucks are 

located on this multiple property hunt. Meals can be provided upon request. Your focus 

will be taking back a high racked buck.   

  

The hunting area is selected a by trail cam and pre-hunt scouting information. Then 

lodging and restaurant are selected closest to the hunting area.  

Multiple properties are hunted so that perfect condition can be taken advantage of as they 

occur on each parcel of land during this 5 day hunt.  

 Archery Season September 20th - December 31st  

   

Kansas Dept. of Wildlife and Parks(www.kdwp.state.ks.us)   

 *Call or Email us for additional information and available dates and obtaining a license.  

  

 TYPICAL SIZES OF TROPHIES TAKEN:  130" - 180" Whitetails  

TYPICAL SIZES OF TROPHIES TAKEN:  140" - 195" Mule Deer  

   

 DEGREE OF PHYSCIAL EXERTION: Low to moderate exertion depending on the most 

productive process and the species of deer you are pursuing.  

  Airport pickup is at Hays Regional, Denver International, or Kansas City International 

for minimal fee.   

   

http://www.kdwp.state.ks.us/
http://www.kdwp.state.ks.us/


OBSERVER COST: $150/day   

 Some of your additional costs are your $72.50 Non-Resident Hunting License,           

$346.96 Non-Resident Whitetail Deer Permit.  

   

 The outfitter will send a detail information sheet with directions after the deposit is 

received. You will be traveling on ATV’s and 4x4 Trucks with a certified guide with 25 

years of experience. This is farm and ranch country so the access is very good but there will 

be walking to get into the stand from the correct directions with the knowledge of the wind 

direction. Gutting, Skin & Quarter are included and Caping is $75, meat processing is 

available but not included.  

  

 Upland Birds/Turkey Available for tagged out Deer Hunters if possible.  

   

  

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” 

valid for all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. 
We realize the hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you 

will never be in better physical condition than you are today. 
Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, hunt now while 

you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 
his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

